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 A gallery of  

applications 
 

OVERVIEW 

The chapter gives a flavor of the breadth and depth of real-world GIS implementations. It 

considers: 

 How GIS affects our everyday lives; 

 How GIS applications have developed, and how the field compares with scientific 

practice; 

 The goals of applied problem solving; 

 How GIS can be used to study and solve problems in transportation, the 

environment, local government, and business. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

The chapter teaches students to: 

 Grasp the many ways in which we interact with GIS in everyday life; 

 Appreciate the range and diversity of GIS applications in environmental and 
social science; 

 Be able to identify many of the scientific assumptions that underpin real-world 
applications; 

 Understand how GIS is applied in the representative application areas of 
transportation, the environment, local government, and business. 
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CHAPTER SUMMARY 

2.1 Introduction 

2.1.1 One day of life with GIS 

 A fictitious daily diary highlights how GIS: 

o affects each of us, every day; 

o can be used to foster effective short- and long-term decision making; 

o can be applied to many socio-economic and environmental problems; 

o encourages public participation in decision making 

o supports mapping, measurement, management, monitoring, and modeling 

operations; 

o generates measurable economic benefits; 

o requires key management skills for effective implementation; 

o provides a challenging and stimulating educational experience for 

students; 

o can be used as a source of direct income; 

o can be combined with other technologies;  

o is a dynamic and stimulating area in which to work. 

2.1.2 Why GIS? 

 GIS is being widely implemented because of 
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o Wider availability of GIS through the Internet, as well as through organization-

wide local area networks. 

o Increasingly wide availability of low-cost, locationally aware, hand-held 

devices. 

o Reductions in the price of GIS hardware and software because economies of 

scale are realized by a fast-growing market.  

o Greater awareness that decision making has a geographic dimension. 

o Greater ease of user interaction, using standard windowing environments. 

o Better technology to support applications, specifically in terms of visualization, 

data management and analysis, and linkage to other software. 

o Proliferation of geographically referenced digital data, such as those 

generated using GPS technology or supplied by value-added resellers 

(VARs) of data. 

o Availability of open-source, free to use software across the Web, in addition to 

sophisticated packaged GIS solutions that are ready to run out of the box.  

o The accumulated experience of applications that work. 

2.2 Science, geography, and applications 

2.2.1 Scientific questions and GIS operations 

 Within the spatial domain, the goals of applied problem solving include, 

o Managing spatial operations and inventories 

o Rational, effective, and efficient allocation of resources 

o Monitoring and understanding observed spatial distributions of attributes 

o Understanding the difference that place makes 

o Understanding of processes in the natural and human environments 

o Prescription of strategies for environmental maintenance and conservation 

2.2.2 GIScience applications 

 GIS applications need to be grounded in sound concepts and theory. 
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2.3 Representative application areas and their foundations 

2.3.1 Introduction and overview 

 Applications generally fulfill the five M‘s of GIS: mapping, measurement, monitoring, 

modeling, and management 

 Applications can be traditional, developing, and new 

 Figure 2.6 shows the classic Rogers model of innovation diffusion and the text 

applies this to GIS 

 Four domains of GIS applications are: Government and public service; Business and 

service planning; Logistics and transportation; and Environment. 

 

2.3.2 Government and public service 

 As GIS has become cheaper, so it has come to be used in government decision 

making at all levels from the nation to the neighborhood. 

 Figure 2.6 shows the hierarchy of GIS use in government decision-making 

 Table 2.1 summarizes GIS applications in local government including inventory 

applications, policy analysis, and management/policy-making 

2.3.2.2 Case study: GIS in tax assessment 

 Scientific foundations (2.3.2.4) 

o is dependent on an unambiguous definition of parcels, and common 

standards about how different characteristics (such as size, age, and value of 

improvements) are represented. 

o although the application is driven by results rather than scientific curiosity, it 

follows scientific procedures of controlled comparison. 

 Principles 

o Combines Tobler‘s First Law with local knowledge 
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 Techniques 

o Tax assessment requires a good database, a plan for system management 

and administration, and a workflow design. 

 Analysis 

o Tax assessment uses standard GIS techniques such as proximity analysis, 

and geographic and attribute query, mapping, and reporting. 

 Generic scientific questions (2.3.2.5) 

o Once a property database has been created, it becomes a very valuable local 

asset 

o Public works departments may use it to label access points for repairs and 

meter reading 

o Housing departments may use it to maintain data on property condition 

o Many other departments may like shared access to a common address list for 

record keeping and mailings. 

 Management and Policy (2.3.2.6) 

o Easy to develop a cost-benefit case for this application 

o GIS is an important tool for efficiency and equitable local government. 

2.3.3 Business and service planning 

 Geodemographic analysis is an important operational tool in market area analysis, 

where it is used to plan marketing campaigns.  

o Geodemographics is a shorthand term for composite indicators of consumer 

behavior that are available at the small-area level (e.g., census output area, 

or postal zone). 

o Often combined with lifestyles data on the consumption choices and shopping 

habits of individuals  

o Market area analysis describes the activity of assessing the distribution of 

retail outlets relative to the greatest concentrations of potential customers.  
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 Is increasingly being adapted to improving public service planning, in areas such as 

health, education, and law enforcement. 

 Tools are used to analyze and inform the range of operational, tactical, and strategic 

functions of an organization.  

o Operational functions concern the day-to-day processing of routine 

transactions and inventory analysis in an organization, such as stock 

management (see Logistics section following) 

o Tactical functions require the allocation of resources to address specific 

(usually short term) problems, such as store sales promotions.  

o Strategic functions contribute to the organization‘s longer-term goals and 

mission, and entail problems such as opening new stores or rationalizing 

existing store networks 

2.3.3.2 Case study: Hierarchical diffusion and convenience shopping (Tesco) 

 Objective is to promote a new ‗Express‘ format Tesco store to encourage repeat 

patronage. 

 Method 

o Identify postal addresses all of the households within a 1 km radius. 

o Overlay geodemographic profiles in order to tailor coupon offerings to the 

differing consumption patterns (from lifestyles data) 

 Scientific foundations 

o Distance decay and Tobler‘s First Law  

o An assumption that the differences in the observed social and economic 

characteristics of residents between neighborhoods are greater than 

differences observed within them. 

o Has the potential to invoke ecological fallacy – individual resident in an 

area is assigned the characteristics of the area. 

o Text discusses ethical and scientific implications 
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 Principles 

o Linear distance versus other kinds of distance (network, psychological)  

 Techniques 

o Assigning postcode coordinates to catchment area requires point in polygon 

analysis 

 Analysis 

o Need to include analysis of spatial interaction between this and other stores 

 Generic scientific questions (2.3.3.5) 

o While it is the mix of individuals with particular characteristics that largely 

determines the likely store turnover of a particular location, this example 

illustrates the kinds of simplifying assumptions that we may choose to make 

using the best available data in order to represent consumer characteristics 

and store attributes.  

o Even blunt-edged tools can increase the effectiveness of operational and 

strategic R&D activities many-fold. 

 Management and policy (2.3.3.6) 

o Increasing role of SAPs as mainstream managers alongside accountants, 

lawyers, and general business managers. 

o Key roles in organizational activity such as marketing, store revenue 

predictions, new product launch, improving retail networks, and the 

assimilation of pre-existing components into combined store networks 

following mergers and acquisitions. 

2.3.4 Logistics and transportation 

 Deal with the movement of goods and people from one place to another, and the 

infrastructure (highways, railroads, canals) that moves them. 

 Has two parts 

o the static part that deals with the fixed infrastructure, and  
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o the dynamic part that deals with the vehicles, goods, and people that move on 

the static part.  

 GPS is an important technology in this area 

 Many applications involve optimization, or the design of solutions to meet specified 

objectives 

2.3.4.2 Case study: Planning for emergency evacuation 

 Discusses a planning tool that allows neighborhoods to rate the potential for 

problems associated with evacuation, and to develop plans accordingly. 

o The tool uses a GIS database containing information on the distribution of 

population in the neighborhood and the street pattern.  

o The result is an evacuation vulnerability map and identification of worst-case 

scenarios for a given locations. 

 Method (2.3.4.3) 

o Census data are used to determine population and household counts, and to 

estimate the number of vehicles involved in an evacuation. 

o The locations of streets are obtained from street centerline files, which give 

the geographic locations, names, and other details of individual streets 

o Every intersection in the network is tested to see if it presents a bottleneck, by 

dividing the total number of vehicles that would have to move out of the 

neighborhood by the number of exit lanes. 

 Scientific foundations 

o Census data are aggregated to areas that, while small, nevertheless provide 

only aggregated counts of population.  

o The street layouts of TIGER and other sources can be out of date and 

inaccurate, particularly in new developments, although users willing to pay 

higher prices can often obtain current data from the private sector. 

o the essentially geometric approach cannot deal with many social issues: 

evacuation of the disabled and elderly, and issues of culture and language 

that may impede evacuation. 
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 Principles 

o Central to the analysis is connectivity, an instance of a topological property 

 Techniques 

o Spatial interpolation performed across the network from the values calculated 

at intersections 

o Shortest path 

 Analysis 

o an excellent example of the use of GIS analysis to make visible what is 

otherwise invisible. 

 Generic scientific questions (2.3.4.5) 

o Logistic and transportation applications of GIS rely heavily on representations 

of networks, and often must ignore off-network movement. 

 Management and policy (2.3.4.6) 

o GIS is applied to this area in all three modes - operational, tactical and 

strategic 

2.3.5 Environment 

 Monitoring land use change 

 Assessing the impact of urban settlements 

 Simulation of processes in the urban and natural environment 

2.3.5.2 Case study: Deforestation in the Philippines 

 Objective is to identify a range of different development scenarios that make it 

possible to anticipate future land use and habitat change, and hence also anticipate 

changes in biodiversity. 

 Method (2.3.5.3) 

o used qualitative data collected through stakeholder interviews in a 

quantitative GIS-based analysis to calculate the probabilities of land use 

transition under three different scenarios of land use change 
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o The three different scenarios not only resulted in different forest areas by 

2019 but also different spatial patterning of the remaining forest. 

 Scientific foundations (2.3.5.4) 

o The theme of inferring process from pattern, or function from form, is a 

common characteristic of GIScience applications. 

o Contrasts nomothetic and idiographic approaches 

 Principles 

o GIS makes it possible to incorporate diverse physical, biological, and human 

elements, and to forecast the size, shape, scale, and dimension of land use 

parcels. 

o It makes use of the core GIS idea that the world can be understood as a 

series of layers of different types of information, that can be added together 

meaningfully through overlay analysis to arrive at conclusions. 

 Analysis 

o Process is inferred not just through size measures, but also through spatial 

measures of connectivity and fragmentation 

 General scientific questions (2.3.5.5) 

o Irrespective of the quality of the measurement process, uncertainty will 

always creep into any prediction 

o Data are never perfect 

o Simulations are subject to exogenous forces not included 

o GIS users should not think of systems as black boxes, 

o Users of GIS should always know exactly what the system is doing to their 

data. 

o User awareness of these important issues can be improved through 

appropriate metadata and documentation of research procedures 

o The results of analysis should always be reported in sufficient detail to allow 

someone else to replicate them. 
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2.4 Concluding comments 

 The principles of the scientific method have been stressed throughout 

 the need to maintain an enquiring mind, constantly asking questions about 

what is going on, and what it means;  

 the need to use terms that are well-defined and understood by others, so that 

knowledge can be communicated; 

 the need to describe procedures in sufficient detail so that they can be 

replicated by others; and  

 the need for accuracy, in observations, measurements, and predictions. 

ESSAY TOPICS 

1. Write an account of how you think that GIS impacts on your daily life. Now imagine the 

world in a decade‘s time and speculate how things might have changed. (Save your 

answer for future reference!) 

2. Since the mid 1990s there has been an explosive growth in the range of applications of 

GIS technology. Explain why this has happened. 

3. It is often suggested that GIS is an ‗applications led‘ technology. What does it mean to 

be ‗applications led‘ and what are the likely consequences for the design and 

development of GI software? 

4. Write an account of the ways in which GIS can assist in business logistics. 

5. One of the major ethical issues raised by critics of GIS is that of protecting personal 

privacy. List and review the privacy implications of each of the case study applications 

discussed in this chapter. 

6. How has the emergence of the Global Positioning System (GPS) affected applications in 

GIS? 

7. Geodemographics assumes that where you live is a good predictor of your social and 

economic status (‗birds of a feather flock together‘). To what extent is this assumption 

justified? 

MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS (MCQ) 

The material, and the intended learning objectives set for this chapter, do not readily lend 

themselves to the use of MCQs. 




